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1980 Dennis Johnson $\mathcal{M}_{91}$ Johnson









$G$ $G$ $x,$ $y$ $x$ $y$ $[x, y]=xyx^{-1}y^{-1}$
$G$ Aut $G$ $G$ $\sigma\in$ Aut $G$ $x\in G$




$f$ : $Aarrow B$ $\mathbb{Q}$ $f\otimes$ idq $f_{\mathbb{Q}},$ $f^{\mathbb{Q}}$
1.1 $H$
$n\geq 2$ $F_{n}$ $x_{1},$
$\ldots,$ $x_{n}$ $n$
$F_{n}$
$H=H_{1}(F_{n}, Z)$ $F_{n}$ $x_{1},$
$\ldots,$ $x_{n}$
$H$
Aut $(H)=$ GL$(n, Z)$ $k\geq 1$
$F_{n}$ $\Gamma_{n}(k)$




$\mathcal{L}_{n}$ 1930 Magnus, Witt, Hall
$\mathcal{L}_{n}(k)$ GL$(n, Z)$




$\rho$ :Aut $F_{n}arrow$ Aut$(H)=$ GL$(n, Z)$




Nielsen [23] $IA$2 $F_{2}$ Inn $F_{2}$
$IA_{n}$ Inn $i,j,$ $k\in$
$\{1,2, \ldots, n\}$
$K_{ij}:\{$
$x_{i}$ $\mapsto x_{j}^{-\iota_{X_{i}X_{j}}}$ ,
$K_{ijk}:\{$
$x_{l}$ $\mapsto x_{l}$ , $(l\neq i)$ ’
$x_{i}$ $\mapsto x_{i}x_{j}x_{k}x_{J^{-1}}x_{k}^{-1}$ ,
$x_{l}$ $\mapsto x_{l}$ , $(l\neq i)$
Magnus [16] $IA_{n}$
Cohen-Pakianathan [4, 5], Farb [8], [12]
$IA_{n}$
$H_{1}(IA_{n}, Z)\cong H^{*}\otimes_{Z}A^{2}H$





$k\geq 0$ Aut $F_{n}$ $F_{n}$ $F_{n}/\Gamma_{n}(k+1)$
Aut $F_{n}arrow$ Aut $(F_{n}/\Gamma_{n}(k+1))$
(k) Aut $F_{n}$
Aut $F_{n}=\mathcal{A}_{n}(0)\supset A_{n}(1)\supset A_{n}(2)\supset\cdots$
(1) $=IA_{n}$ Aut $F_{n}$ Andreadakis-Johnson
filtration Andreadakis [1]
1.1 (Andreadakis, [1]).
(1) $k,$ $l\geq 1$ , $\sigma\in A_{m}(k),$ $x\in\Gamma_{n}(l)$ $x^{-1}x^{\sigma}\in\Gamma_{n}(k+l)$ .
(2) $k,$ $l\geq 1$ $[\mathcal{A}_{n}(k), \mathcal{A}_{m}(l)]\subset A_{\eta}(k+l)$ .
(3) $\cap \mathcal{A}_{m}(k)=1$ .
$k\geq 1$
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(4) $k\geq 1$ gr$k(\mathcal{A}_{m}):=$ (k)/ $(k+l)$
Andreadakis [1] $k\geq 1$ rankz gr$k(\mathcal{A}_{2})$ $rank_{zg}r^{2}(\mathcal{A}_{3})$
Pettet [26] $n\geq 3$ $rank_{Z}gr^{2}(A_{\eta})=$
$\frac{1}{3}n^{2}(n^{2}-4)+\frac{1}{2}n(n-1)$ [28]
$n\geq 3$ $rank_{zg}r^{3}(\mathcal{A}_{m})$ $gr^{k}(\mathcal{A}_{n}):=A_{\eta}(k)/\mathcal{A}_{n}(k+1)$
1.4 GL$(n, Z)\cong$ Aut $F_{n}/$IA$n$
$\mathcal{L}_{n}(k)$ , $gr^{k}(A_{\eta})$ GL$(n, Z)$
$k\geq 1$ $\Gamma_{n}(k)$ $F_{n}$ Aut $G$ $\Gamma_{n}(k)$
( ) Aut $G$ $\mathcal{L}_{n}(k)=\Gamma_{n}(k)/\Gamma_{n}(k+l)$
11 (1) Aut $F_{n}$ $\mathcal{L}_{n}(k)$ $IA_{n}$
GL$(n, Z)\cong$ Aut $F_{n}/IA_{n}$ $\mathcal{L}_{n}(k)$
(k) Aut $F_{n}$ Aut $F_{n}$ $\mathcal{A}_{m}(k)$
( ) Aut $F_{n}$ Andreadakis-Johnson filtration
$gr^{k}(A_{\eta})$ 11 (2) Aut $F_{n}$ $gr^{k}(\mathcal{A}_{n})$




$k\geq 1$ (k) $arrow$ Homz $(H, \mathcal{L}_{n}(k+1))$




$\tau_{k}$ Aut $F_{n}$ k-Johnson ) $\tau_{k}$ GL$(n,\mathbb{Z})-$
$gr^{k}(A_{\iota\eta})$ GL$(n, Z)$ -
1.2. $\tau_{k}$ ${\rm Im}(\tau_{k})$ , Coker $(\tau_{k})$ GL$(n, Z)$





$k\geq 2$ $\tau_{k}$ [28]
Coker $(\tau_{2})\cong S^{2}H$ , Coker $(\tau_{3,\mathbb{Q}})\cong S^{3}H_{Q}\oplus\Lambda^{3}H_{Q}$
Trace
$k\geq 2$ Johnson $\tau_{k,Q}$ GL$(n, \mathbb{Q})$-
$H_{Q}=H\otimes_{Z}\mathbb{Q}$ $k$ $S^{k}H_{Q}$ $S^{k}H_{Q}$
(Johnson )









Bachmuth [3] $(2)=$ (2), $k\geq 1$







GL$(n, \mathbb{Q})$ GL$(n, \mathbb{Q})$-
Coker $(\tau_{k,Q})\subset$ Coker $(\tau_{k,Q}’)$
$\delta$ ]
$\check$
$g\#$ Coker$(\tau_{k,Q}’)$ Coker $(\tau_{k,Q})$ $\text{ ^{}\underline{-}}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\# 0\backslash 1’$.




1.3 ( [30]). $k\geq 2$ , $n\geq k+2$ GL$(n, \mathbb{Q})$
Coker $(\tau_{k,\mathbb{Q}}’)\cong C_{n}^{\mathbb{Q}}(k)$
$C_{n}(k)$ $k$ Cyc$k$ $H^{\otimes k}$








$T(H):=H\oplus H^{\otimes 2}\oplus H^{\otimes 3}\oplus\cdots$
$k$
$\iota_{k}$ : $\mathcal{L}_{n}(k)arrow H^{\otimes k}$
Johnson
$id_{H^{*}}\otimes\iota_{k+1}:H^{*}\otimes_{Z}\mathcal{L}_{n}(k+1)arrow H^{*}\otimes_{Z}H^{\otimes(k+1)}$
$k\geq 1$ $H^{*}\otimes_{Z}H^{\otimes(k+1)}$ 1 $\varphi^{k}$ : $H^{*}\otimes_{Z}H^{\otimes(k+1)}arrow$
$H^{\otimes k}$
$\varphi^{k}$





$H^{\otimes k}arrow C_{n}(k)$ GL$(n, Z)-$
Tr$k:H^{*}\otimes_{Z}\mathcal{L}_{n}(k+1)arrow C_{n}(k)$








14( - [6]). $n\geq k+2$ $C_{n}^{Q}(k)$ $\lambda$ GL-
$L_{GL}^{\lambda}$ $[C_{n}^{Q}(k):L_{GL}^{\lambda}]$ $\lambda$ $\mathfrak{S}_{k}$ - $S^{\lambda}$ Cyc$k$
$Cyc_{k}$ $triv_{k}$ [${\rm Res}_{Cy}^{6^{k}}$
$k$
: triv$k$ ]
$k$ 1 $C_{n}^{Q}(k)$ GL
$1\leq k\leq 7$ $C_{n}^{Q}(k)$ GL-
$(\lambda)$ Young tableau $\lambda$ GL$(n, \mathbb{Q})$-
$L^{(\lambda)}$
15. GL $(n, \mathbb{Q})$ - $C_{n}^{Q}(k)$ Cyc$k$ $H_{Q}^{\otimes k}$
Johnson Coker $(\tau_{k,Q}’)$ GL $(n, \mathbb{Q})$ -
$Kon$ evich $a_{n}(k)$ $[13J$ [14]
Johnson ${\rm Im}(\tau_{k,\mathbb{Q}}’)$ GL
$1\leq k\leq 7$
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polynomial part $(\lambda)$ Young tableau $\lambda$
GL$(n, \mathbb{Q})$- $L^{(\lambda)}$ non-polynomial part $(\mu)$
GL$(n, \mathbb{Q})$ - $L^{\{\mu;(1)\}}$
[6] $C_{n}^{\mathbb{Q}}(k)$ $H_{\mathbb{Q}}$
16( - [6]). $k\geq 2$ $n\geq k+2$
(1) $[Coker(\tau_{k,\mathbb{Q}}’):S^{k}H_{\mathbb{Q}}]=1$ .












2.1 (Dehn and Nielsen). $g\geq 1$
$\varphi(\mathcal{M}_{g,1})=\{\sigma\in$ Aut $F_{2g}|\zeta^{\sigma}=\zeta\}\subset$ Aut $F_{2g}$





$\mathcal{I}_{g,1}$ $\Sigma_{g,1}$ Torelli $\mathcal{I}_{g,1}$
$\pi_{1}(\Sigma_{g,1})^{ab}=H_{1}(\Sigma_{g,1}, Z)$
$\rho$ :Aut $F_{2g}arrow$ GL$(2g,Z)$
$\mathcal{M}_{g,1}$ Sp$(2g, Z)$ (2
)
$1arrow$ IA $arrow$ Aut $F_{2g} \frac{\rho\backslash }{}$ GL$(2g, Z)arrow 1$
$\varphi|\tau_{g,1}\uparrow$ $\varphi\uparrow$ $\uparrow$
$1arrow \mathcal{I}_{g,1}arrow$ $\mathcal{M}_{g,1}$
$\underline{\rho|_{\Lambda 4_{g,arrow^{1}}}}Sp(2g, Z)arrow 1$








$gr^{k}(\mathcal{M}_{g,1})$ Sp$(2g, Z)=\mathcal{M}_{g,l}/\mathcal{I}_{g,l}$ -
Johnson
$Sp(2g, Z)$-
$\tau_{k}^{\Lambda 4}$ : $gr^{k}(\mathcal{M}_{g,1})arrow Hom_{Z}(H, \mathcal{L}_{2g}(k+1))=H^{*}\otimes_{Z}\mathcal{L}_{2g}(k+1)$
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k-Johnson Poincare








Johnson filtration $k\geq 1$ $\mathcal{M}_{1}’(k)\subset$
$\mathcal{M}_{g,1}(k)$ Johnson # $\mathcal{I}_{g,1}$
$\mathcal{M}_{g,1}’(2)\neq \mathcal{M}_{g,1}(2)$
$k\geq 1$ $\mathcal{I}_{g,1}$ & gr$k(\mathcal{M}_{g,1}’):=\mathcal{M}_{g,1}’(k)/M_{g,1}’(k+1)$
$\mathcal{M}_{g_{)}1}’(k)\mapsto \mathcal{M}_{g,1}(k)lf\text{ _{}\overline{\mathfrak{o}}}^{\backslash }n\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{1J}$
$\eta_{k}:gr^{k}(\mathcal{M}_{g,1}’)arrow gr^{k}(\mathcal{M}_{g,1})$
Hain [9]






$\tau_{k}^{\prime \mathcal{M}}:=\tau_{k}^{\lambda 4}\circ\eta_{k}:gr_{Q}^{k}(\mathcal{M}_{g,1}’)arrow H\otimes_{Z}\mathcal{L}_{2g}(k+1)$
$\tau_{k}^{\prime \mathcal{M}}$ Johnson
Hain $k\geq 1$







23( [19]). $k\geq 2$
${\rm Im}(\tau_{k}^{\mathcal{M}})\subset$ g,l $(k)$
Hain
${\rm Im}(\tau_{k,Q}^{\prime \mathcal{M}})={\rm Im}(\tau_{k,\mathbb{Q}}^{\mathcal{M}})\subset \text{ _{}g,1}^{Q}(k)$
Johnson ${\rm Im}(\tau_{k,\mathbb{Q}}^{\Lambda 4})$ 1 $(k)$
Johnson $\tau$
Coker $(\tau_{k,Q}^{\Lambda t}):=\text{ _{}g,1}^{Q}(k)/{\rm Im}(\tau_{k,Q}^{\lambda 4})$
Coker $(\tau_{k,Q}^{\lambda 4})$ $k\leq 4$
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24( [19] (- ) ). $k\geq 3$ $Sp$- $[k]$
Coker $(\tau_{k,\mathbb{Q}}^{\mathcal{M}})$ 1
Race $k\geq 3$ Coker$(\tau_{k,\mathbb{Q}}^{J\vee t})$
$[k]$ 1 1
$\text{ _{}g,1}^{\mathbb{Q}}(k)$ GL
Pieri GL Sp- $\text{ ^{}\mathbb{Q}_{1}}(k)$ Sp-
- [22]
$1\leq k\leq 14$ $\text{ _{}g,1}^{\mathbb{Q}}(k)$ Sp-
2004
$k=5,6,9,10,13,14$ $\text{ _{}g,1}^{\mathbb{Q}}(k)$ Sp-
$[1^{k}]$ 1
1996 $k\equiv 1(mod 4),$ $k\geq 5$
Johnson Coker $(\tau_{k,\mathbb{Q}}^{\Lambda\not\in})$ $[1^{k}]$ 1
2004
3
3.1 ( - [7]). $k\geq 5,$ $k\equiv 1(mod 4)$ $k$ $Sp$- $[1^{k}]$
Coker $(\tau_{k,\mathbb{Q}}^{\Lambda t})$ 1
2
(1) $[1^{k}]$ $\text{ _{}g,1}^{\mathbb{Q}}(k)$ 1
(2) $k\geq 5,$ $k\equiv 1(mod 4)$ $[1^{k}]$ Johnson
(1) GL-
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